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1.1 Introduction
Schlumberger Limited is a multinational company supplying oilfield and information services to a
worldwide energy market. These services include both exploration and production tools ranging
through seismic and remote sensing, well-logging and reservoir optimization. The problem described
in this report is related to well-logging via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), a relatively new and
developing tool with potential to reveal a range of reservoir properties including porosity and satura-
tion, as well as physical properties of the petroleum deposit.
In order to recover this information from NMR spectra the company must have an effective, effi-
cient and robust algorithm to perform inversion from the dataset to the unknown probability distribu-
tion on magnetic relaxation times. This ill-posed problem is encountered in diverse areas of magnetic
imaging and there does not appear to be an ‘off-the-shelf’ solution which the company can apply to its
problem. Company scientists have developed a sophisticated algorithm which performs well on some
simple test datasets, but they are interested in knowing if there are simpler approaches which could
work effectively, or if some limited but useful properties of the density are accessible with a totally
different approach.
Our report is organised as follows. In Section 1.2 we present a careful and complete description of
the problem and the work already done by the company. In Section 1.3 we discuss Truncated Singular
Value Regularisation and Tikhonov Regularisation and show how some ‘off-the-shelf’ Matlab code
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may be used to good effect on the test datasets provided by the company. In Section 1.4 we show
that one can incorporate higher order regularisation into the company’s existing algorithm, answering
one specific question raised at the beginning of the workshop. Finally, in Section 1.5 we record our
unsuccessful attempt to establish an iterative algorithm for the positively constrained inversion. Finally
in the last section we review our conclusions and make suggestions for future work.
1.2 Problem Description
Schlumberger is interested in using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) analysis for exploration in
the oil and gas industry. The model problem presented to our group at the workshop involved the
recovery of a two-dimensional probability distribution t[&@HAO on magnetic field relaxation times in
two directions, @ , the so-called longitudinal relaxation time and A the transverse relaxation time. The
data collected is known to be a convolved image of the relaxation time distribution according to the
following formula
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Other types of data can be collected, involving different convolution kernels, but the forward
model, in any case is in the form of a 2-D Fredholm Integral of the First Kind. Since the transfor-
mation involves a smooth kernel, it is well known that the corresponding inverse problem is ill-posed
[5, p.2]. None the less, it is important for the company’s program to provide some sort of stable and
computationally tractable inversion scheme.
The continuous forward model (1.1) is mainly of theoretical interest since in practice, data is
collected at discrete values in the v   v -domain. Therefore, for the rest of this analysis we will assume
the data function u is replaced by a data matrix  of dimension BKB   . Convolution kernels are
similarly discretized as matrices    and  with dimensions B   YŁ   and BK+ŁZ respectively and a
discrete form of the equation (1.1) is rewritten as
$N
 
	 (1.2)
The discrete density  is now an ŁŁ   matrix.    and  are (generally) rank-deficient with
infinite condition number and singular values decaying quickly to zero. So, as expected, the ill-posed
problem leads to an ill-conditioned finite-dimensional inversion (1.2).
Three sets of test data were provided to our group for use during the workshop. Distribution files
 were of size ŁŁ   DF
+\D3
 . Kernel discretisation led to    and  of size 
+\DF_ and
d

_DF_ respectively. There are reasonable grounds for the asymmetric choice in the discretisation
grid here. For test inversion problems we replace the data  computed from equation (1.2) by 
LVX

 
L8V where V is mean-zero Gaussian noise. The object is to recover  . The choice
of signal to noise ratio for the various test files will be discussed later in the numerical results section.
Suppose for the moment we take a completely naive point of view and convert our problem to a
standard one-dimensional least squares approximation
vec M[
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where vec ¥ represents the operator making a vector from a matrix by stacking columns, ¦§  ©¨ 
is the Kronecker product of the convolution kernels and tN vec g . Since  is huge (B   BKª«Ł   ŁZ
DF^



£\DFRF

 ) and dense, we may have difficulty fitting it into the RAM memory of a PC even
if we ignore the computational complexity of the positivity constraint t­¬  and ill-posed nature
of the high dimension inversion! For example, in [3] a similar problem arising in medical imaging
was analysed using a CRAY supercomputer. Therefore, we conclude that a numerically reasonable
approach of the type required by the company should try to work directly with the factored form (1.2).
This observation was known to the company scientists. For this reason, most of our analysis will be
centred on the factored problem of the type
§
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
Fro (1.4)
where
¢
¥
¢±(²´³
denotes the Frobenius matrix norm.
The problem proposor (L.V.) described a three step approach to the the optimisation in (1.4) which
the company has found to be effective on the test datasets. First, the problem dimension is significantly
reduced by projection. The range of this projection is related to the singular value decomposition
(SVD) truncation of the convolution matrices. Next, the ill-conditioned (but lower-dimension) problem
is regularised as a positively constrained Tikhonov optimisation in unfactored form
vec µW§
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where ¶ is the regularisation parameter. Finally, this constrained problem is solved by the method in
Butler, Reeds and Dawson [1] (BRD) which transforms to an unconstrained optimisation with respect
to a derived objective function. Details, including methods to choose the regularisation parameter and
performance on the test problems may be found in [10].
With this background in place our group was asked to consider three lines of investigation.
First, are there other numerically tractable (and possibly simpler) approaches to the inversion prob-
lem (1.2)? In the next section, we describe three answers to this question. First we consider using trun-
cated singular value decomposition (TSVD) and Tikhonov regularisation on the factored form (1.4),
greatly reducing the computational and algorithmic complexity of previous methods. Performance on
the test datasets is presented. We also consider briefly a direct Galerkin-type approach.
Next, we were asked consider the possibility of extending the BRD-method described by the pro-
posor to higher-order Tikhonov regularization. In particular, can we replace the problem (1.5) with

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where
·
invokes the discrete first derivatives on the square matrix  ? We present mixed results
for this second question in that we can transform the problem (1.6) into a standard problem of the
type (1.5), to which the BRD method can subsequently be applied, but we cannot arrange that the
transformed problem has the desirable Kronecker product structure. In a slightly different direction we
consider if the company’s idea for an iterative algorithm can be adapted to higher-order regularisation.
Unfortunately the same problems which led to the use of the BRD method appear to confound this
approach as well.
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Finally, the company scientists believe that it may not be necessary to obtain complete inversion
of the problem but that some macroscopic information about the distribution of relaxation times (mo-
ments or G@   @¸ -correlations for example) may be sufficient. While this question may be amenable
to a Galerkin approach, without prior information about a restricted class of possible distributions our
group saw no tractable way to make progress in this direction during the week of the workshop.
1.3 TSVD and Tikhonov Regularisation
The Theory
Let us first set up a unified framework for these two well known regularisation methods in non-factored
problems. Consider the discrete linear system
tN
u (1.7)
where  is B¹ºŁ . Let ¼»µk¾½

be a SVD where k is B¹ºŁ diagonal, » is B¹ºB orthogonal,
and ½ is Ł<¿Ł orthogonal. The Tikhonov and TSVD regularised solutions of (1.7) are
t
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where
Tikhonov TSVD
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is applied elementwise. The nonnegative regularisation parameter ¶ affects the amount of smoothing
of the regularised solution. Its value can be selected by minimising the generalised cross validation
(GCV) function Ç
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where the vector norm is Euclidean,
Ï
is the Hadamard product (elementwise multiplication), and
Î
§ÓÔ~
ªÈk¾ÂJÈk

;IÕD .
Now remember that the coefficient matrix in (1.7) has the Kronecker product structure
¦§
 ;¨

where    is B   ÖŁ   and  is BKJÖŁ with B   BKÖ¬×Ł   Ł . As we have observed, the key to effective
algorithms is to rewrite formulae in ways that avoid explicitly forming the Kronecker product of full
matrices.
Let ØÙ5Ë Ð5Ú 
ÛªË(Ü
ÞÝ
Ü
|
PQtZS and /Ù5Ë Ð5Ú _ÛOË(ß
"Ý
ß
|
P
u
S . Then the linear system (1.7) is obtained by
applying the vec operator to both sides of the matrix equation
N
 
X (1.9)
This equation does not involve the Kronecker product. Similar techniques can be used to eliminate
expensive Kronecker products from the regularisation formulae, as follows.
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Let    »   k   ½
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of  [7, Thm 4.2.15]. The formula (1.8) for the regularised solution can therefore be written
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The Kronecker product formation and multiplication in (1.10) only involves diagonal matrices, so the
formula can be implemented efficiently with appropriate data structures. Further savings are possible
by using the “economy size” version of the SVD of  when BKãÆŁZ .
Similarly, the formula for the GCV function can be written
Ç
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55SFID . Here again the only Kronecker products
are of diagonal matrices.
Numerical Results
The problem proposer provided    (of size 
+§D3
 ),  (of size d
_
¤§DF_ ), and three different
DF
µDF
Ö matrices. Measurement data was generated by adding zero mean pseudorandom noise V
to 

  ; the noise variance was set so that
¢
V
¢±(²´³
§R	G
U
¢
$

 
¢±(²´³
.
Each of the following regularisations (including SVD and GCV curve computations) took about
12 seconds to compute in Matlab 5.2 on a 30 MB memory partition of a 400 MHz Powerbook. The
GCV minimisation appears to select reasonable regularisation parameters, and Tikhonov and TSVD
regularisation give about the same results for all three models. The data and Matlab code are available
at http://alpha.cc.tut.fi/˜piche/ipsw2003/
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Parameterised Methods
Our group briefly considered the possibility of using a Galerkin approach to the inversion problem
(1.1). Thus, we make the ansatz
t[&@HAOJ

t[&@HAå¾g (1.11)
where the t[&@HAå¾g are a finite set of parameterised basis functions with parameter values å¾ .
We remark that this approach reduces to the analysis of the previous paragraphs by the choice
of the basis functions as ‘delta functions’ tJ¥´Z"p©æ Op©çè&@ªÞARp$g¥~ centred on the points of the
discretisation lattice and the optimal parameter selection is the matrix  of the previous analysis. As
we have discovered this is a high-dimensional, ill-posed and (because of the positivity requirement)
nonlinear problem. Our question then is this: Can a judicious choice of basis functions lead to a
significantly smaller parameter space (instead of the 10,000 - dimensional space already encountered)?
Of course the ill-posed nature of the problem must reappear in the Galerkin method as the number of
basis functions increases, no matter how cleverly this basis is chosen.
The following are a few examples for the basis functions which seem well-suited to the test prob-
lems given to the group.
1. Gaussian functions (åé@ ° A ° ÄÔêë )
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2. Box functions with centre at &@ ° A °  , and dimension of its base are ^
õ and ^Rö and height D]_d
õ1ö .
3. Pyramid functions with centre at G@ ° A °  , and square base dimension of ^Rõ and ^Rö and height
R]÷dRõÌö .
For example, when using a basis consisting of one box function (åjÕé
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There is no closed form solution to this integral, which can only be solved numerically.
Based on this simple parameterization, the problem of approximating t[&@HAO is transformed as a
nonlinear optimization problem stated as follows:
For given v  ßþ PQR    S~vF þ PQR ZS and data &v   v$ , the objective is to find å/Ùé
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Unfortunately, due to time constraints we were unable to conduct numerical tests on this optimisation
problem during the week of the workshop.
We note that even though this overly simplified approach has no hope of establishing fine struc-
ture of the underlying density, it would be interesting to see if macroscopic properties desired by the
company scientists could be isolated with such a relatively low-dimensional parameterisation. On the
other hand, the method depends on a priori information about the the density, likely a fatal flaw for
any robust numerical package of the type required by the company.
1.4 Higher-Order Tikhonov Regularisation
The Tikhonov regularised solution described Section 1.3 is the minimiser of the objective function
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A more general regularisation has the objective function’s second term in the form
D
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where the operator
·
is chosen to penalise undesired features of the solution. When
·
has the same
Kronecker product structure as  , then it is straightforward to develop efficient regularisation algo-
rithms along the lines of the previous section.
In this section we will consider the more difficult problem of incorporating a non-factored regular-
isation term. For example, setting
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the discrete first derivative, and changing the regularisation term in (1.13) to be
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in effect regularises by the boundary value problem
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where

denotes the discrete Laplacian. The boundary conditions ensure that
·
has trivial kernel
which will be useful for us later. Similar considerations would allow regularisation with respect to
higher order derivatives, for example replacing
·
with the discrete Laplacian operator plus appropriate
boundary conditions to ensure a trivial kernel.
The estimation of  is equivalent to solving the following problem
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where     are the convolution kernels and  is noisy data. Note that in this section we are keeping
the notation simple by assuming a square, Ł Ł unknown  but the method trivially extends to
rectangular  .
The first term in the two-dimensional problem in (1.14) can be transformed to a one-dimensional
problem as before:
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Assume for the moment that
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	 In this case we suggest to take áâËFÊ1µ
·
z
 

ì as an estimate of the minimiser
in (1.14).
Regarding the assumptions made in the previous paragraph we note that it is a straightforward
calculation to show that
·

·
E
·

 
·
 
L
·


·
$ is a banded, symmetric, positive definite matrix with
non-positive off-diagonal elements. In [9] it is shown that such Stieltjes matrices have non-negative
(elementwise) inverses. While we have not been able to prove the same thing for the Cholesky factor
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·
, we believe it to be true for the general class of discrete differentiation operators that we have in
mind for applications. In particular, all of our numerical examples have exhibited this property. We
suggest that the general fact may already be known in the literature and if not, it would make an
interesting problem for future investigation. Perhaps a more interesting and important issue is to show
that the value of the optimisation problem above posed in terms of ì ¬j is the same as the value of
the t¿¬ -problem in order justify our use of
·
z
 

ì as a rigorous estimate for áâËFÊ1M above.
Finally, as we have pointed out before, methods which involve unfactorised convolutions are com-
putationally unwieldy and it would be helpful to come up with factored versions of the above transfor-
mation.
All of these points merit further investigation.
1.5 Duality
Extending the notation of the previous section we define
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and rewrite the optimisation problem
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Here we are assuming that the regularisation operator  and regularisation parameter ¶ have been
given to us in advance.
Standard duality analysis and the principle of strong duality implies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker nec-
essary optimality conditions on t and % (the Lagrangian dual vector):
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A straightforward calculation gives
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Substituting this result into the KKT conditions yields our basic optimality conditions
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(1.17)
Here ÞWM denote the  -th columns respectively. An important point to be made here is that (1.17)
are equivalent to the KKT-optimality conditions.
It is possible to write conditions (1.17) as a closed form expression involving t . First we write
ì
¶
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


u
IxtO (1.18)
after which we find
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Consider now the case of first order regularisation where EXÍ . Then
tK§+*[P RN
ì
S
and it is tempting to attempt to recover t via an iterative scheme. However, in practice this approach
leads to serious convergence problems as described in [10]. It is exactly at this point that the BRD
method [1] provides a way to avoid a direct iterative approach. Details are to be found in [10].
The proposor has asked if an iterative method can be salvaged or, failing that can the BRD method
be applied when  `ùÍ . We were not able to answer this question clearly during the week of the
workshop, however we record here for completeness some observations made by both the workshop
members and the problem proposor.
First, suppose we define ,ÒÓ 
ª
¢

¢

 , the diagonal elements of 

 . , is strictly positive on
the diagonal. Writing 

 t¿jg

ÕI-,;5tL.,Ht we can rewrite the above closed form expression
as
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Here we are using the fact that the +* operator commutes with , .
If we denote by 0t the least squares best (unregularised) solution we can further simplify (1.19) as
tN+*JP R, z
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so the iterative properties of the map
t32 , z
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need to be explored. In our opinion, the main barrier to convergence is the nonlinear effect invoked by
the ¤5* operator in the above iterative scheme.
1.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this report we have shown how relatively simple, off-the-shelf code can be effectively applied to
solve Fredholm Integrals of the first kind through TSVD and Tikhonov regularisation. Higher-order
regularisation can also be incorporated with some additional technical difficulties, depending on the
nature of the regularising operator. Iterative schemes for solving regularised problems are known in
the literature, but work remains in order apply these ideas to the present setting.
Future Work
Bidiagonalisation vs SVD: Elde´n’s bidiagonalisation algorithm [2] for computing Tikhonov regu-
larised solutions is normally faster than the SVD-based formula (1.8). Developing a version of
Elde´n’s algorithm that exploits the Kronecker product structure would be a good research topic.
The work of Faucett and Fulton [4] could be a starting point. However, we expect that a Matlab
implementation (without MEX files) of such an algorithm would probably not be any faster than
the SVD-based algorithm presented here.
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Factored form of higher-order regularisation: It should be straightforward to develop efficient reg-
ularisation algorithms when the regularisation operator has factored form. Devising such penal-
isation operators is an interesting topic for future work. Also, for more general regularisations,
the connection between the first order transformed problem and the higher-order problem should
be investigated.
Nonnegative constraints: A number of iterative methods are available for regularisation with non-
negative constraints on the solution [11][chapter 9]. It should be straightforward to recode these
algorithms to exploit Kronecker product structure. Again, the key to obtaining efficient code
is to eliminate expensive Kronecker products from formulae appearing in the algorithm. For
example, the gradient projection method involves the objective function and the gradient. The
Tikhonov regularisation objective function (1.13) has the gradient
NWgt¤I
u
L×¶

t¿ áâËÊ1gN

$N
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The right hand side formulae of (1.13) and (1.20) are the ones to use in the iterative algorithm.
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